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Abstract—In recent years, process models tend to turn away from
common procedural models to more flexible, rule-based models.
The models are characterized by the fact that in each execution
step users usually have to decide between several rule-consistent
tasks to perform next. Precise execution paths are not given,
which is why adequate execution support needs to be provided.
Simulation is one means to facilitate the users’ decisions. In this
context, we suggest an execution simulation tool with an infinite
horizon, i.e., in each (simulated) step, users are informed about
the tasks that in any case still need to be done to properly finish
one process instance, and about tasks that may no longer be
executed. The forecasts consider an actual or a simulated history
of the process instance and the rules given by the model.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

In many fields of economy, industry, and research, process
models are used for supporting the execution of operating processes, for designing work steps, for documentation purposes,
etc. Usually, these process models are a sort of procedural
process models, where the execution order of the process
steps is prescribed through the control flow. Other execution
orders than the prescribed ones are not provided. This is why
computational offloading (“the extent to which differential
external representations reduce the amount of cognitive effort
required to solve informationally equivalent problems” [1])
is quite well achieved in procedural process models. For
rule-based process models, this is not the case [2], as they
take a different modeling and representation approach. They
are typically used when procedural process models are too
restrictive or get too complicated when complex facts shall be
displayed. The approach of rule-based process models is to
provide a set of tasks, firstly without stating any execution
order, and then to restrict all possible execution orders by
adding rules or constraints that should be met during the
execution. An example for such a rule could be: “If task A
has been executed, afterwards task C needs to be eventually
executed, too”. Thus, especially for rule-based process models,
guidance for the user through the process is necessary, as the
execution sequences leading to a proper process completion
are not easy to see [3].
In this paper, we do not want to answer the question of
which tasks may be executed in the next step, with a certain
process history underlying. This has been done in other work,
e.g., in [4] for ConDec models via automata, and is not part
of the work at hand. Tasks for the next step have to be chosen
in a way that every resulting process history is model conform
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and that dead ends are avoided. Furthermore, we need process
models that do not contain conflicting constraints [4].
For run-time support, recommendations for effective execution [5] can be given. However, these recommendations are
usually based on past experiences and need a specific goal, i.e.,
a rating of experiences in terms of desirability [6], as input.
Parts of the executable tasks are hidden from the executing
agent, i.e., a preselection has occurred. The decision support
we head for is somehow different, as we do not intend to give
recommendations based on a specific goal (as input into the
system) but to provide the agent an overview over the impact
of each of his decisions. He can then decide, according to the
overview and a goal (which is only in his mind), which step
to execute next. The system and the model do not need to
be changed, which may cause history-based violations when
done at run-time [6]. The questions that shall be answered by
the support are the following: “Which tasks still need to be
executed during the process instance?”, “Which tasks may/can
still be executed eventually during the process instance?”,
“What changes apply to the answers of the two preceding
questions if one (or more) certain task is executed next?” As
one can see, there is no limit of steps till the end of an instance
for answering these questions, which is why we talk of infinite
horizon in this context. A use case for this approach could be
the following example situation: An employee has noticed that
his colleague is overloaded with work, and thus he wants to
finish the process without involving this colleague, i.e., avoid
certain tasks, if possible.
The work proceeds as follows: Section II proposes the infinite horizon decision support with help of examples, Section
III concludes with some features of the approach, remaining
questions that still need to be answered, and suggestions for
future work.
II.

I DEA : I NFINITE H ORIZON D ECISION S UPPORT

We want to present our approach with a short example.
Therefore, we consider four rules: the existence rule, the
response rule, the precedence rule, and the chainResponse
rule. They are defined as follows:
i) existence(A, m, n): Task A must at least be executed m
times and may at most be executed n times (m ≤ n)
ii) response(A, B): If task A appears in the process instance, then task B has to appear after A, too
iii) precedence(A, B): Task B can only be executed if task
A has already been executed, i.e., already appears in the
process history
iv) chainResponse(A, B): Every execution of task A has to
be directly followed by B
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∀A ∈ A: man(A) ← 0; opt(A) ← ∞;
Figure 1: Initialization of mandatory and optional values

∀ existence(A, m, n) ∈ R:
If start: man(A) ← m; If start: opt(A) ← n;

∀ chainResponse(A, B) ∈ R :
If exec(A): man(B) ← max{man(B), 1};
If opt(B) 6= ∞:
opt(A) ← min{opt(B), opt(A)− 1`(h)==A };
man(B) ← max{man(B), man(A) + 1`(h)==A };
Figure 5: Update rules for process rule chainResponse

Figure 2: Update rules for process rule existence

For every task in the process model two states are recorded:
mandatory and optional. The initialization of these states is
conform to the rule-based approach. Let A denote the set of
all tasks and R the set of all rules. At first, without considering
any rules, no task must be executed (∀A ∈ A : man(A) = 0)
but may be executed arbitrarily often (∀A : opt(A) = ∞).
The process history is stored in variable h. At the beginning,
the history is empty: h = . The task executed in the previous
step is given by `(h) ∈ A ∪ {NA}.
After initialization of the status values for all tasks (Figure
1), the values are sequentially restricted according to the
update rules (Figures 2–5), where function start denotes the
beginning of a process instance and exec(·) the execution of a
task. After each task execution, both status values of the corresponding task are reduced by 1, if possible, before considering
the update rules and adjusting the status values according to
them. The list of all rules is processed sequentially, as many
times, until in one run nothing more changes.
The update rules can be divided into three different kinds
of rules. One type are the start and execution rules (If start,
If exec(·)). The start rules only need to be processed once
after starting the process and can be skipped for the rest
of the process after the first task execution. The execution
rules need to be processed once after each task execution
and can be skipped at the beginning. The second type are
the indirect status update rules (all other rules in the example
Figures 2–5 except for the last one in Figure 5), triggered
through chain reactions caused by start and execution rules.
Rules of the third type need to hold permanently and have no
special trigger constraint, like the last rule in Figure 5 or the
rule opt(A) ≥ man(A). The reason for the last update rule
(resulting from chainResponse) in Figure 5 is: As after A,
task B must always follow directly, then B needs to be done
at least as many times as A (plus 1, if A was the most recently
task). If B needs to be done more often anyway, then nothing
changes.
A possible prototype could look like the design draft
in Figure 6, where two situations are shown. After having
∀ response(A, B) ∈ R:
If exec(A): man(B) ← max{man(B), 1};
If man(A) > 0: man(B) ← max{man(B), 1};
If opt(B) == 0: opt(A) ← 0;

Figure 6: Prototypical design for an infinite horizon decision support tool

executed tasks A, A, C, F, and B, the tasks that are executable
next in the first situation are tasks A and C. Note, that the
update rules do not derive these next-executable tasks (that one
with horizon step n = 1). The update rules rather determine
the column on the right (n = ∞), which says that there exist
possible execution paths for each task A to F, and that tasks B
and C need to be executed in all of these paths to successfully
finish the process execution. In the second situation, the history
is still the same, but it is simulated how the infinite horizon
changes if task C would be executed next (if the history was
A.A.C.F.B.C). Now, task D may no longer be executed, no
matter which task is chosen next (B, C, or E), and the status of
C changes from mandatory to optional, so, man(C) = 0 and
opt(C) > 0. This information, especially the infinite horizon
after the simulation step (simulated execution of C), may help
the agent to decide what to do next. The decision support can
be expanded by using past execution histories to provide the
agent information about average execution time for each step
or about success rate of certain histories [5].
If the underlying process model is changed, then the set
of update rules needs to be changed, too. The update rules
corresponding to removed process rules, or even removed
tasks, have to be eliminated, whereas new update rules, caused
by added process rules, are included. For running process
instances, there may occur two situations [7]: The current
history is conform to the new set of process rules, then the
new status values can be achieved by simulating their evolution
according to the new set of update rules. If a so-called “history
violation” [7] occurs, then we refer to [7] for handling the
problem.

Figure 3: Update rules for process rule response

III.
∀ precedence(A, B) ∈ R:
If opt(A) == 0 ∧ A ∈
/ h: opt(B) ← 0;
If man(B) > 0 ∧ A ∈
/ h: man(A) ← min{man(A), 1};
Figure 4: Update rules for process rule precedence
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F EATURES , R EMAINING Q UESTIONS , AND F UTURE
W ORK

The idea paper suggests a possibility for decision support
for declarative process models. This decision support applies
to an infinitely long forecast horizon. It makes use of the
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process rules and their implications to the states (mandatory
and optional) of the tasks they refer to. At the moment, the
focus lies only on rules concerning control-flow. It should
be investigated if and how an extension to other process
perspectives, like data and agents, is possible. Furthermore,
instead of regarding tasks as single points in time, i.e., only
their final execution is registered, it would be beneficial to split
one task into different events, at least start and end. Nesting
of tasks (subprocesses) could also be analyzed.
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